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Choose the correct order of adjectives. Write 
the letter on the line. 
 
     A     1.  A. a funny, old actor 

B. an old, funny actor 

_____ 2.  A. a long, Russian tale  

B. a Russian, long tale 

_____ 3.  A. three pink, little pigs  

B. three little, pink pigs 

_____ 4.  A. a large, white, moving truck B. a white, large, moving  

         truck 

 

_____ 5.  A. five yellow, bright stars  B. five bright, yellow stars 

_____ 6.  A. a small, strong, American   B. a strong, American, small  
woman     woman 

_____ 7.  A. two young, exciting workers  B. two exciting, young  
workers  

_____ 8. A. a brown, cuddly bear  B. a cuddly, brown bear 

_____ 9.  A. four red, plaid, Scottish skirts B. four plaid, red, Scottish  
skirts 

_____ 10.  A. a young, talented American  B. a talented, young 
singer     American singer 

_____ 11.  A. a French, delicious pie  B. a delicious, French pie 

_____ 12.  A. a square, brown, wooden  B. a brown, wooden, square  
table      table 

Order of Adjectives:  

 quantity / number 

 quality / opinion 

 size 

 age 

 shape 

 condition 

 color 

 origin / material 

 purpose 
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Answers 
 
     A     1.  A. a funny, old actor   B. an old, funny actor 

     A     2.  A. a long, Russian tale   B. a Russian, long tale 

     B     3.  A. three pink, little pigs   B. three little, pink pigs 

     A     4.  A. a large, white, moving truck B. a white, large, moving  
truck 

     B     5.  A. five yellow, bright stars  B. five bright, yellow stars 

     A     6.  A. a small, strong, American   B. a strong, American, small  
woman     woman 

     B     7.  A. two young, exciting workers  B. two exciting, young  
workers  

     B     8. A. a brown, cuddly bear  B. a cuddly, brown bear 

     A     9.  A. four red, plaid, Scottish skirts B. four plaid, red, Scottish  
skirts 

     B     10.  A. a young, talented American  B. a talented, young 
singer     American singer 

     B     11.  A. a French, delicious pie  B. a delicious, French pie 

     A     12.  A. a square, brown, wooden  B. a brown, wooden, square  
table      table 
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